You are an experienced sysadmin. You manage hundreds of systems. What should you know about Tiki?

- Tiki is a standard LAMP app: Requirements
- To check if a server is OK: Server Check
- Lifecycle is: Versions
- To ease management, there is a CLI tool: Manager (along with a web interface)
- For bigger projects, it's a good idea to switch Unified Index to Elasticsearch
- Project is Open Source: LGPL 2.1
- Project does not use plugins but some extra libs come from Composer
- Source code is managed here: https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki
- Docker: https://hub.docker.com/r/tikiwiki/tikiwiki

Other info
- It is the central part of https://wikisuite.org/

Future project
- https://doc.tiki.org/Firewall